DEVOPS
AS A SERVICE

Transforming Culture &
Performance with Agile
Software Development
Agility in software development and delivery is essential to keeping
ahead of an ever-shifting business environment focused around digital
transformation. Software delivery teams are expected to develop faster,
test earlier, and release more frequently than ever before. DevOps,
a business-driven approach to deliver solutions using agile methods,
collaboration and automation offers a solution to this longstanding
challenge.
DevOps will succeed when both Development and Operations teams
align to collaborate and better understand the value that each team
brings to the table. DevOps is intended to dismantle cultural bureaucracy
and conflicting priorities by bringing operations into the development
cycle earlier which can help companies achieve harmony and improve
process automation, implement better procedures and refine workflows.

Industry-Proven DevOps Experience
OSI Digital’s DevOps as a Service solves the disconnect between Development and Operations by
focusing on quality and continuous application development for the modern enterprise. Our DevOps
services enable data-driven businesses to keep up with growing demands for performance-oriented software
solutions and mobile applications that are both on-premise and cloud-based. OSI’s DevOps as a Service
leverages easily automated, stackable and virtual development tools.

The Challenges
Poor selection of DevOps
tools can delay your digital
transformation journey
Shortage of DevOps tool
knowledge often leads to a
drain on technical resources
Poor integration of tools
creates friction and bad
coding practices leading to
inefficiencies

The Benefits
Enable a shortened delivery
cycle and faster speed-to-market
Improve customer
experience and satisfaction
Achieve security and
regulatory compliance
Realize cost-savings with
increased reliability and uptime

At OSI Digital, DevOps is our Core Competency. By leveraging the deep
and proven DevOps experience of OSI, you’ll transform your own team into
agile and high-performance organizations which leads to improved design,
quality and performance.

Automate Human Touches to Accelerate
Delivery Cycles
OSI Digital’s best-of-breed methodologies accelerate
digital transformation to streamline communication,
collaboration and processes in the software delivery
lifecycle (SDLC) to improve quality and speed up
software delivery. We offer a full stack SDLC, along
with complete automation for deployment and
testing for modular and domain-driven architectures.
You’ll have access to a comprehensive DevOps tool
chest, along with flexible run-time environments that
are available both on-premise and in the cloud.

Our Capabilities:
DevOps Practices & Tools
Cloud-First Application
Architecture & Development
Quality Assurance & Test
Automation
Security & Compliance
Cloud Infrastructure & Application
Migration

Let’s Get Started
OSI Digital can help optimize performance and enable data-driven outcomes for your
business with our DevOps solutions. Email info@osidigital.com or call our Sales Team at
818.992.2700.

Gain competitive advantage and
market share

About OSI Digital

Contact Us

OSI Digital, Inc., (formerly OSI Consulting, Inc.) provides purpose-built
business and technology solutions that optimize performance to enable
data-driven outcomes for our customers. OSI accelerates digital
transformation by offering integrated solutions that capture, secure,
integrate, analyze and optimize data. Our services include the design,
development and implementation of new solutions as well as the ongoing
management, enhancement and support of our customers’ existing
business systems.

Email: info@osidigital.com
Call: 818.992.2700
Visit: osidigital.com

Follow us: @OSI_Digital

OSI Digital was founded in 1993, in California and has since expanded to a
team of over 1,400 employees worldwide. We have offices in the US,
Canada, India, Philippines, Dubai and Australia. Our main offshore delivery
center of excellence is located at our state-of-the-art campus in Hyderabad,
India, with additional locations in Chennai, Delhi and Bangalore. For over 25
years, we have supported a diverse portfolio of customers across various
industries, including: Software & Business Services, Financial Services, Life
Sciences & Healthcare, Manufacturing, Energy, Retail and Agriculture.
Our client base ranges from start-ups to Fortune 500 corporations,
including: Exelon, GE, Hyundai, Toyota, Gilead, Allergan, Yamaha, Gap and
Skechers. OSI Digital has developed strong partner alliances with the
world’s leading technology providers such as Tableau, Salesforce, Oracle,
Microsoft, GE, Amazon Web Services, Dell Boomi and Red Hat.
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